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I . The play 
 
 

1. OVERVIEW 
 
“Head hanging in one hand and a revolver in the other, he attempts to understand what it is within 
him that has pushed him to become what he now is: a starving man shut out of the lavish banquet 
of life. 
One does not kill with one’s belly full, but rather from a place of insatiable hunger. 
But a single word, a look, a memory, events, some expression from a long-lost time or from 
yesterday niggle at us, urging us to search deeper and to continue on our quest to uncover not 
some root of all evil, but the inhumanity of ‘the little things’. ‘They’re only little things,’ he says, ‘yet 
my heart has tightened’. Macabre warning bells that ring loud in the ears of men, echoing back and 
forth to those willing to hear it: kill yourself. 
One must push further forwards, because salvation may spring from the depths at any moment. Or 
not.” 

 
Synopsis provided by the playwright 

 
 

2. INTERVIEW OF THE PLAYWRIGHT  
 
Why re-create today, With my own hands / solo, over ten years after it was your first creation ?  
When I created With my own hands / solo, in 1993 with Charles Berling, I already had the idea to 
re-do this piece every ten years.  
 
Why work with Kate Moran this time around, when the character is masculine in the text ?  
Even if it is true that With my own hands solo is written for a man, I always thought it was for a 
woman. First of all because this melancholic sentiment, or the difficult rapport with human 
relationships, is shared by men and women. And also, I wrote this text to be played by both men 
and women, young, and old.  
 
Does the fact that you have chosen a woman change your direction ?  
With my own hands / solo plunges the audience into something profound, into the injured human 
psyche.  
Ever since the first creation, with Charles Berling, the piece was : a voice in the darkness, based 
uniquely on the reception of the text. For this new version, it is the same thing, except with the 
voice of a woman.  
But unlike the last creation, I would like to develop an important study on movement and the body. 
I want to show the interior movements of the soul installed in a dancing body. So, it is a solo that 
mixes text and body work.  
 
Can you speak about the piece ?  
As the light rises slowly, we hear a feminine voice, but little by little, it is a man who apears in the 
light.  
The LED (Light Emitting Device) lights in fragments the body of the dancer, and allows to appear 
both a masculine and feminine body. The trouble is created in the fact that it is a woman who plays 
a man. I want to put the words of a man into the body of a woman, and to expose, through this 
crossing, the feminine sensibility.  
The form is very plastic, like a peep-show. The audience are on the same level as the dancer, raised 
on a platform. They practically have their noses on her body.  
The scenic dispositive permits a large proximity, the audience sees the folds of the body and the 
soul, the waves of the conscience that forms on the dancer’s naked skin.  
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When we read With my own hands / solo, there isn’t any punctuation, pemitting the reader to make 
one’s own construction and create one’s own understanding of the text. As it goes on, the rhythm 
becomes more and more rapid. How is that manifested on the stage ?  
The way in which With my own hands / solo is written, one can create one’s own understanding, 
and grammatical system. The audience member does not have any orientation, there are many 
possible meanings and each one can construct its own story.  
It is one of the difficulties of translating this text, which is also going to be performed in english. 
With Charles Berling, the rhythm was rapid, everything was fast. The text came out like a hail of 
bullets, as if to not have anytime to stop and think, an excessive appetite for life, a true hunger.  
 
Anything else ?  
To re-create With my own hands / solo is also a way, for me, to put a tension between this piece 
and The beginning of…  
It seems interesting to me, to do this roundtrip between the birth of a love in The beginning of… 
and its end in With my own hands /solo. And always in Paris and New York. Everything becomes 
coherent.  
 

Pascal Rambert, Paris, February 2006 
 
 

3. EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT 
 
 

I observe myself at the café across from M.’s place I’m not there the city has emptied 
out talk about vertigo what a disgrace why not drown yourself while you’re at it nothing 
not even a lamppost so you could at least cling to your shadow all things considered 
might as well opt for the solution with premeditation that way I won’t have any more 
trouble Hans said to me one day immediately recanting I see myself coming and going 
in front of M.’s place of residence a pendulum armed with a wrecking ball slowly swings 
between M.’s thin windows and my glass of milk there’s no wriggling out of it I am 

alone come to think of it might as well not touch anything anymore and wait I observe myself at the 
café across from M.’s place my body has disappeared I see myself hear voices yet I am not there » 
 

Hans being a smartass that’s right officer you often have to dive deep to know your 
identity lying on my back on M.’s doormat on Hans’s doormat on my father’s doormat 
to hit in the back or hit in the heart to hit from bottom to top or from top to bottom to 
hit or not to hit grab the pillow privilege silence privilege noise by squeezing your 
hands tight you must hear that you kill says the monster choose sleep choose eyes 
open with full knowledge of the facts or by accident bruising flesh doing clean work 
don’t sweat prevent from screaming ram home or bring down kiss wildly before or kiss 

wildly after » 
 
 

Extracts from My ownd hands / solo 
Les solitaires intempestifs, 1997 

 
 

 
4. SELECTED PRESS REVIEWS 

 
“A verbal deluge of fury, self-loathing, and an urge to kill: others, one’s self, and the heaviness of 
life. [...] A text without punctuation, without break, a breathless stream of consciousness that 
leaves you shell-shocked. A bullet to the heart.” 
 

Fabienne Arvers, Les Inrockuptibles, 27 February 2019 

« 

«  
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“Playing on the power of speech, scouring back the layers of humanity’s unspeakable essence with 
words [...]. Fifty minutes of pure electricity channelled through fitful ideas of love and death, 
passionate snippets of thought that return the actor to an animal state. This masterful performance 
is to be experienced as an introduction to Pascal Rambert’s world, with the spectator positioned 
as watchful archaeologist.” 
 

Joëlle Gayot, Télérama – Sortir 
 

 
“With My Own Hands starts with a bang. In a crazed and unsettled rant, the actor addresses a 
number of different people who ultimately merge into one in dizzying confusion. The words crest 
and collapse like waves, raging, rolling, crashing onto the shore of the stage. Up until the cry, up 
until the final possibility of a ‘theatrical act’: the golden revolver to be slipped between the lips, the 
only possible exit within this staged maze.” 

 
Nicolas Thevenot, Un fauteuil pour l’orchestre, 18 February 2019 

 
 

5. THE PLAY IN FRANCE 
 

Stage direction by the playwright 
 

With my own hands / solo was written and created in 1993 by Pascal Rambert for Éric Doye who 
was seen walking on the edge of the void on the Faculty of Dijon’s roofs during the Festival 
Théâtre en mai. A second version was re-created by the playwright for Charles Berling in Théâtre 
des Amandiers. In 2007, a third version was created for the American actress and performer Kate 
Moran in Bonlieu Scène Nationale d’Annecy. Pascal Rambert re-creates this text every ten years. 
In 2015, a version is created for Arthur Nauzyciel in Théâtre des Bouffes du     Nord. 
 
The text was then performed in the following venues :  
 
03 > 02.10.2020 – MARSEILLE (FRANCE) - Théâtre de la Joliette 
06 > 08.03.2020 - RENNES (FRANCE) - TnB, Théâtre National de Bretagne 
06.02 > 03.03.2019 - PARIS (FRANCE) - Théâtre du Rond-Point 
22 > 30.01.2016 - GENNEVILLIERS (FRANCE) - T2G-Théâtre de Gennevilliers, centre dramatique 
de création contemporaine 
06 > 15.01.2016 - ORLEANS (FRANCE) - CDN Orléans Loiret Centre 
10 > 11.10.2015 - PRINCETON (USA) - Princeton University French Theater Festival, Seuls en Scène 
16 > 18.06.2015 - PARIS (FRANCE) - Théâtre des Bouffes du Nord 
19 > 23.11.2009 - TOKYO (JAPON) - Théâtre Komaba Agora 
29 > 30.10.2009 - GENEVE (SUISSE) - Grü / Théâtre du Grütli 
06 > 13.03.2009 - GENNEVILLIERS (FRANCE) - T2G-Théâtre de Gennevilliers, centre dramatique 
de création contemporaine 
03 > 04.10.2008 - NEW-YORK (USA) - PS122 Crossing the line festival in New York 
27.02 > 03.03.2007 et 20 > 24.03.2007 - PARIS (FRANCE) - la Ménagerie de Verre 
08 > 09.02.2007 - MARTIGUES (FRANCE) - Théâtre des Salins, Scène nationale de Martigues 
10.01.2007 - ANNECY (FRANCE) - Bonlieu Scène nationale d’Annecy 
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II. The playwright 
 
 
PASCAL RAMBERT  
 

Pascal Rambert is a French writer, choreographer, and director for 
the stage and screen. He was born in 1962. In 2016 he receives the 
“ Grand prix de l’Académie Française pour l’ensemble de son 
oeuvre” / “Theater Prize from Académie Française for his entire 
body of work”. 
 From January 2017 he has been the partner artist at the Théâtre des 
Bouffes du Nord in Paris, at El Pavón Teatro Kamikaz from 
September 2017 and from 2014 the partner playwright at the 
National Theatre of Strasbourg. 
 For 10 years, 2007-2016, he served as the Director of TG2-Théâtre 
de Gennevilliers, which he has transformed into a national dramatic 
center for contemporary creation, exclusively devoted to living 
artists (theater, dance, opera, contemporary art, film, and 
philosophy). 
 
Rambert’s theatre plays and choreographies have been produced by 
structure, supported by the French Ministry of Culture and 
Communication, and staged in Europe, North America, Asia, Russia, 

South America, Middle East.  
 
His writing (theater, stories, and poetry) is published in France with the press Solitaires 
Intempestifs and has been translated, published, and staged in many languages: English, Russian, 
Italian, German, Japanese, Chinese, Croatian, Slovenian, Polish, Portuguese (From Portugal and 
from Brazil), Spanish (Mexican and Argentinian), Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, Czech, Thaï, Dansk and 
Greek.  
His dance pieces, including the most recent, Memento Mori, created in 2013 with the lighting 
designer Yves Godin, have been performed at major festivals and contemporary dance festivals: 
Montpellier, Avignon, Utrecht, Berlin, and Hamburg as well as New York, Tokyo and Los Angeles.  
Pascal Rambert has directed several operas in France and in the United States. The short films he 
has directed have been selected and awarded at festivals in Pantin, Locarno, Miami, and Paris.  
 
His play Clôture de l’amour (Love’s End), created at the 65th Festival d’Avignon in 2011 with 
Audrey Bonnet and Stanislas Nordey, was an international success. The script won the prize for 
public theater in the Theater 2013 – Dithea competition, the prize for best new French-language 
play from the Syndicat de la Critique (Critics’ Union) in 2012, and the Grand Prize for dramatic 
literature from the Centre national du théâtre (National Theater Center) in October, 2012. In 2017, 
Clôture de l’amour was staged more than 180 times in France and much more all over the world, 
and translated in 23 languages. Pascal Rambert has adapted Clôture de l’amour into eleven 
languages: for the Moscow Art Theatre; in New York, Zagreb, Modena, and Rome, and at Milan’s 
Piccolo Theatro; in Shizuoka, Osaka, and Yokohama; in Berlin and at the Thalia Theater in 
Hamburg; in Barcelona at the Grec Festival and in Madrid at the Festival de Otoño; and in 
Copenhagen, Aalborg, Aarhus, and Odense, in mandarin in China in Beijing, in arabic in Cairo in 
Egypt, in finnish in Finland, Helsinki. 
 
Pascal Rambert created Une (micro) histoire économique du monde, dansée (A (micro) history of 
world economics, danced) at T2G, Théâtre de Gennevilliers, in 2010. After its French tour, 

© Marc Domage 
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Rambert has adapted the work for further performances in Japan; in Hamburg and Karlsruhe, 
Germany; in the United States in New York, Los Angeles and Pittsburgh; and in Cairo, Egypt.  
 
His play Avignon à vie (Avignon for Life), read by Denis Podalydès, was first staged at the 2013 
67th Festival d’Avignon in the Cour d’Honneur du Palais des Papes.  
 
His play, Répétition (Rehearsal), written for Emmanuelle Béart, Audrey Bonnet, Denis Podalydès 
of the Comédie Française, Stanislas Nordey, and Claire Zeller, premiered December 12, 2014 at 
T2G, Théâtre de Gennevilliers- national dramatic center for contemporary creation as part of 
Festival d’Automne in Paris. It was afterward performed in Lyon and toured nationally and 
internationally in the fall of 2015.  
At the end of 2016, he directed the Italian version of the play, Prova, at the Teatro Arena del Sole 
de Bologna and at the Piccolo Teatro di Milano, and in 2017 Ensayo the spanish version in 
Madrid. For Répétition (Rehearsal) Pascal Rambert was awarded from the French Academy with 
the annual prize 2015 of literature and philosophy.  
 
In June, 2015, in the bare space of the Bouffes du Nord Theater in Paris, Rambert presented five 
of his plays: Memento Mori, Clôture de l’amour (Love’s end), Avignon à vie (Avignon for life), De 
mes propres mains (With My Own Hands) and Libido Sciendi.  
 
In January, 2016, he did premier his play Argument, written for Laurent Poitrenaux and Marie-
Sophie Ferdane, at the CDN (National Theater Center) Orléans / Loiret / Centre, then present it at 
La Comédie in Reims and at T2G, Théâtre de Gennevilliers - national dramatic center for 
contemporary creation.  
 
In May 2017 at the Théâtre du Vieux Colombiers in Paris, he directed the text Une vie (A life) that 
he wrote for the actors of the Comédie-Française in Paris.  
In August 2017, he has written GHOSTs for some TaÏwanese actors, he directed it for the opening 
of the Performaning Art Festival in Tapei.  
He wrote Actrice (Actress) for the actors of the Art Theater of Moscow, and he created it on 
December 12nd 2017 at the Théâtre des Bouffes du Nord in Paris, starred Marina Hands, Audrey 
Bonnet Jakob Öhrman, Elmer Bäck, Rasmus Slätis, Jean Guizerix, Emmanuel Cuchet, Ruth Nüesch, 
Luc Bataïni, Lyna Khoudri, Yuming Hey, Sifan Shao, Laetitia Somé, and alternately, Anas Abidar, 
Nathan Aznar et Samuel Kircher. Actrice toured in France from January to March 2018. He 
directed Glumica, the croatian version of Actrice at the National Theatre in Zagreb in February 
2019. 
 
He wrote Reconstitution in March 2018 for and with Vero Dahuron and Guy Delamotte from the 
Panta Theatre in Caen.  
 
He wrote Nos Parents (Our Parents) for the student actors of the Manufacture in Lausanne that he 
directed in April 2018.  
In September 2018, he staged his play Christine at the Comédie de Genève during the Festival 
Julie’s Party, then created Teatroat the Teatro Nacional Dona Maria II in Lisbon, starring Beatriz 
Batarda, Cirila Bossuet, João Grosso, Lúcia Maria, Rui Mendes.  
In November 2018, he directed Soeurs (Sisters) written for Marina Hands and Audrey Bonnet. In 
December, he directed the spanish version, Hermanas, with Barbara Lennie and Irene Escolar.  
 
From February to June 2019, he is Visiting Belknap Fellow in the Humanities and Visiting Lecturer 
in French and Italian with Florent Masse at Princeton University, New Jersey. By May 2019, he 

directed the students in his play Other’s. In March 2019, he created 愛的落幕, the Taiwanese 

version of Clôture de l’Amour at the Metropolitan Theater of Taipei.  
In June 2019, he created Mont Vérité with the TNS school students for the Printemps des 
Comédiens Festival.  
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His play Architecture, written for Emmanuelle Béart, Audrey Bonnet, Anne Brochet, Marie-Sophie 
Ferdane, Arthur Nauzyciel, Stanislas Nordey, Denis Podalydès, Laurent Poitrenaux, Pascal Rénéric 
and Jacques Weber, was premiered at the Festival d’Avignon in 2019 (Cour d’Honneur du Palais 
des Papes).  
In November 2019, he created Rakkauden Pãatõs, the finnish version of Clôture de l’amour at the 
Finnish National Theater of Helsinki (Finland).  
In February 2020, he created Desaparecer in Mexico (UNAM, Merxico city). He wrote 3 
annonciations with Audrey Bonnet (FR), Silvia Costa (IT) and Barbara Lennie alternating Itsaso 
Arana (ES). 
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III. The translator 
 
 

 

NICHOLAS ELLIOTT 
Nicholas Elliott is a translator and writer living in New York, raised in Aix-
en-Provence and Luxembourg. As a French to English translator, he has 
translated many books, including two essays by William Marx, professor at 
the Collège de France (The Hatred of Literature, Harvard University Press; 
The Tomb of Oedipus, Verso, forthcoming), a biography of Gustave 
Flaubert by Michel Winock (Flaubert, Harvard University Press) and a 
collection of conversations by Marguerite Duras and Jean-Luc Godard 
(Duras/Godard, The Film Desk). He has translated several plays by Pascal 
Rambert, as well as The Young Girl, The Devil, and the Mill by Olivier Py 
(Florence Gould Hall, New York, 2019) and Oh Boy! by Catherine Verlaguet, 
an adaptation of the novel by Marie-Claude Murail by Théâtre du Phare, 
performed on Broadway in January 2017. He translated the English 
sections of Le Silence et la Peur by David Geselson with Jennifer Gay 
(French tour, 2020-21) and plays by Michel Azama with Elizabeth 

Williamson (The Life and Death of Pier Paolo Pasolini, Airlock). Also in the theater, Nicholas regularly 
works as a producer, assistant director, tour manager, subtitler and creative consultant for 
companies and artists in France and the United States, including Richard Maxwell and New York 
City Players, The Wooster Group, Daniel Fish, Jeanne Balibar, Théâtre du Phare and Théâtre de la 
Ville de Paris. From 2007 to 2020, he was the American correspondent for French film magazine 
Cahiers du Cinéma. His writing on film have also been published by the American magazine BOMB, 
where he is a contributing editor for film, and in Film Comment, The Criterion Collection, 4 Columns, 
Extra Extra Magazine and collective volumes on the films of Chantal Akerman, Philippe Garrel and 
Ryusuke Hamaguchi. He has programmed film series at Alliance Française in New York and 
Washington DC and lectured in Japan (French cultural centers, film schools, arthouse cinemas) in 
the context of Cahiers du Cinéma Week in Japan in 2015 and 2018. From 2018 to 2020, he was a 
member of the programming committee for the Locarno Film Festival.  
 
 
« With My Own Hands is the eighth play by Pascal Rambert I have translated into English and by 
far the oldest. I initially translated the play without inquiring when it was written, since I always 
prefer my initial contact with the text to be as free of additional information as possible, in an 
attempt to put myself in the shoes of the author who knows nothing of the play beyond the text 
he or she is writing. Once I finished this first version of the translation, I shared some queries with 
Pascal, as I usually do, and he mentioned the play was written in 1993. I was surprised to by the 
consistency of Pascal’s theater over the years. While the wildness of a young man shines through 
here in a kind of howled mix of anger and despair, the tireless poetic breath that drives the text—
so exhilarating for a translator to give into—is one we find throughout Rambert’s body of work. In 
With My Own Hands, one notably recognizes Pascal’s signature way of contrasting what is most 
private and personal, in its most shameful and sublime manifestations, with the clamor of the 
world, and drawing from every experience the moral and political lessons springing from its 
relation to history and the entire planet. Temporal and geographic layers collide and powerful 
images fly by like hallucinations on fast forward, but the text always displays a great emotional 
clarity. Its translator must keep a cool head while allowing himself to be caught by the relentless 
pace of this monologue spoken by a man plumbing the depths of his history, his body, and his 
soul. More than elsewhere in his work, Pascal’s text is coded in a way that will be legible on stage 
but that requires the translator to do a balancing act to retain the ambiguity of expressions rich in 
interpretations without losing the precision of the intention. I hope to have succeeded, but as 
always am now impatient for the moment I can hear the text spoken by its actors, not only for the 

© Walid Mohanna 
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pleasure of seeing the words performed, but in order to verify and finish my work with the help of 
the actors to whom the play truly belongs. » 
 

Nicholas Elliott, translator With My Own Hands  
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VI. The Contxto network 
 
 
 

 
 
 
In order to raise the international profile of francophone dramatic writing, ARTCENA joined with the 
French Ministry of Culture, the French Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs, the Institut Français  
and the SACD (French Society of Dramatic Writers and Composers) to launch Contxto.  
 
This network aims to support the translation, promotion and international staging of works by 
Francophone playwrights. Contxto enjoys international presence thanks to its partner members, 
Instituts Français branches around the world and embassy services, drawing on their expertise and 
networks of local operators.  
 
 
Contxto is coordinated by ARTCENA 
 
68 rue de la Folie 
Méricourt  
75011 Paris 
France 
artcena.fr 
contact@artcena.fr  
(+33) 1 55 28 10 10  
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